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About This Content

London-Faversham High Speed brings together the exhilaration of high speed trains with the more serene ‘classic’ third rail lines
of Kent all in one route, complete with the streamlined Southeastern Class 395.

The newest high speed route in the UK opened fully in November 2007 with domestic commuter services beginning on the
route in December 2009 from the stunning London St Pancras station into the heart of Kent.

Departing London St Pancras, the route for Train Simulator passes under the City with Class 395s reaching speeds of 140mph
before stopping at Stratford International on the edge of the London 2012 Olympic Park. Speeding through the Essex

countryside and under the River Thames, high speed services stop at Ebbsfleet International Station, where power switches from
overhead electrification to third rail pick-up. From here, Class 395s cross onto the ‘classic’ Kent lines, pausing at stations

including Gravesend, Rochester and Sittingbourne, before terminating at Faversham.

The Class 395 is one of the most advanced high speed passenger trains in the UK and the fleet was built by Hitachi, famous for
their Japanese bullet trains and on which the Class 395 was based. The model is capable of fast acceleration and deceleration to
minimise travelling time, a feature of the bullet trains, and run on dual voltage systems for overhead and third rail pick up. The
Class 395 is also unique in being able to run under TVM430 track-to-train signalling on the high speed section of the route and

traditional aspect signalling on the ‘classic’ section.

The Southeastern Class 395 for Train Simulator features extensive internal and external detailing, including full start-up
procedure, in-cab lighting, passenger view, roof detailing with working fans, driver vigilance system, accurate overheard

catenary, trackside detailing including AWS boxes and ramps, and up to the minute signalling on the ‘classic’ route.
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London-Faversham High Speed is an accurate depiction of a fantastic modern image UK route with stunning scenery through
the Kent countryside, accurate depictions of London St Pancras Station, Ebbsfleet International Station, Rochester Castle and

Cathedral, and the QEII Bridge at Dartford, and many hours of enjoyable and challenging driving.

The Class 395 is officially licensed by Southeastern and has been produced with the kind help and cooperation of Hitachi Rail
Europe.

Scenarios

Five Scenarios For the Route

Class 395 Driver Training: Driving the Class 395

Class 395 Driver Training: TVM Signalling

Far Horizons

Frost Fall

There & Back Again

More scenarios are available on Steam Workshop online and in-game. Train Simulator’s Steam Workshop scenarios are free and
easy to download, adding many more hours of exciting gameplay. With scenarios being added daily, why don’t you check it out

now!

Click here for Steam Workshop scenarios.

Key Features

Full 51 mile route from London St Pancras to Faversham, including high speed OHLE from London St Pancras to
Ebbsfleet, and ‘classic’ third rail from Ebbsfleet to Faversham.

TVM430 signalling on high speed section with accurate overhead catenary system.

Class 395 in Southeastern blue High Speed livery, with features including extensive internal and external detailing.

Southeastern Class 375 (Quick Drive compatible)

Scenarios for the route

Quick Drive compatible

Download size: 1,400mb

Note: London-Faversham High Speed includes the Train Simulator core technology. To play London-Faversham High
Speed, launch Train Simulator 2013 from your library after purchase.
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Minimum:

OS:Windows® Vista / 7 / 8

Processor:Processor: 2.8 GHz Core 2 Duo (3.2 GHz Core 2 Duo recommended), AMD Athlon MP (multiprocessor variant or
comparable processors)

Memory:2 GB RAM

Graphics:512 MB with Pixel Shader 3.0 (AGP PCIe only)

DirectX®:9.0c

Hard Drive:6 GB HD space

Sound:Direct X 9.0c compatible

Other Requirements:Broadband Internet connection

Additional:Quicktime Player is required for playing the videos

English,French,German,Polish
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lovely made, fun little platformer. Lots of unlockable gimmicks and stuff. Recommended!. so far I see the potential its a little
like buck bumble on N 64 , but keybindings need work its not really that playable with the current pre set configoration , I want
to play this game properly ! its weird enough to capture my attention .. just needs better controller support. Oh you can play with
mouse and keyboard and that works better , but its not the same. If you liked Buck Bumble as I did.. give this a try. Its a
imaginative little game with decent graphics , just needs decent xbox controller key bindings where you can fire without taking a
hand off the controller.

I`ll conclude... I think the devs can easily fix these small issues I believe there is a place for these types of imaginative little
games ...I like it.. A nice point & click adventure that contains some not-too-difficult puzzles, but also some of the solutions that
are not very obvious. Halloween theme with a tint of humour provides for some evenings worth spending over Evil Pumpkin..
It's exactly what it looks like. An isometric arcade game where you play a lumbering mech sprinting across the city to deliver
pizzas to various targets, while collecting time bonuses and battling an ever increasing horde of evil robots.

Several different maps on which to play of increasing difficulty and various gimmicks, from a pleasant suburb to cities of
different shapes to archipelagos to a volcanic crater. Those too focused on Crazy Taxi might find the smalll time bonuses for
deliveries to be insulting, but the game is balanced a bit more around collecting time and cash and special items in the field as
well. A story campaign accompanies partly to act as a tutorial for the arcade score-chasing modes but manages to give its own
value; there the time limits are generally quite generous.

The story offers a variety of different objectives on each map and a decent enough story. It is seldom funny but surprisingly
charming, your team is given a decent amount of character without wasting your time so everyone comes across as memorable;
heck, I downright liked the crew by the end in almost the same way I liked the old Star Fox squad. Everyone you meet is a
parody of some sort, but the game doesn't dwell TOO hard on references so it ends up charming rather than like a bad Big Bang
Theory episode. I enjoyed the story.

The actual arcade gameplay is simple enough, but decently fun. Your mech has a sprint toggle, which gives it speed, but also
means you must contend with momentum. Jumps, dodges, air attacks, ground attacks, a small selection of super moves to pick
from... with sprint toggling your attacks from momentum focused to area focused... There is enough to the game to chew on,
and each enemy tends to be countered by one or two of your moves, but the impacts and execution animations of some of the
bigger enemies are pretty terrible, but that is forgiveable. You do not feel like a giant robot fighting other giant robots at all, but
you do feel like a giant robot who really has to be somewhere and is swatting enemies out of the way as quickly as possible to
get back to running. Yet despite all this, the platforming and movement is largely precise. The game asks a lot of precision
jumping in later levels and, apart from the occasional geometry glitch, it's surprisingly easy to land jumps on the islands the
game asks you to while keeping momentum.

Pizza Titan isn't great... but it is quite good. The arcade score chasing isn't at the level of an old-school Japanese game, but it's
still clearly made by gamers and for gamers, and definitely scratches the one-more-run score chase itch. It's miles ahead of
several old school games Yakuza has had me play.... And the campaign is a nice bonus, to the point where you probably
wouldn't waste your money just doing the campaign. But you might find you like it well enough to come back to the real meat
of score chasing. It probably won't replace Outrun 2006 or RE5 Mercenaries for you, but I think Pizza Titan is definitely worth
a look, if for nothing else than that nobody has done anything quite like this before.. Punch Bomb is a gem.

It's polished. It's fun. It's a legitimate physical workout. It's skill-based with a skill ceiling. It's awesome.

Burn some calories while having fun and grab it. It's a steal at $7.
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This game proves that Astrojone are on a (Pay)roll!!!. Very unique puzzler, more slow paced than most puzzlers, but I really
love the new ways it goes. Very cool level design as well.. Steam version is broken and of course Valve doesn't give
a\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665. Originally I figured this would be boring, how much fun can farming be, seriously?
I was wrong, graphics are awesome, game play is as close to real life as you can get, and having grown up on a farm, the realism
is just crazy. This game is strangley addictive, I can stop playing. The modding community for this game is awesome, some of
the mods that are available (and more coming every day) are just mind blowing.

Definitely worth the money, in fact I've even considered buying the previous version just to play it and see how things have
evolved.. Fun Adictive battle machanics
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